STATEMENT
Concerniing a competition for ,,Associate Professor" in the scientific
specialty "Plant Protection" /Herbology/, announced in the State
Gazette, issue 110 of 24.12.2021 with candidate Chief Assistant

Professor Mariyan Yanev Yanev, PhD, Agricultural University

- plovdiv

by Assoc. Prof. Dina Dadar-oolovna Atanasova, PhD, Institute of
Agriculturre Karnobat, scientific specialty "Plant protection,'

/Herbology/, appointed as a member of the scientific jury according to
Order Ne RD 16'148128.02.2022 signed by the Rector of the Agricultural
University - Plovdiv
1. Brief introduction of the candidate

Chief assistant Professor Mariyan Yanev Yanev, PhD, was born on September, 16, 19g5
!_" sity Svilengrad. In 2008 he graduated as Bachelor speciality "Plant protection". In
'l2009
he received a master's degree in "Plant Protection"at the Agricultural University
Plovdiv. During the period 2012 2016 he was a PhD student at the Departmenf of
Agriculture and Herbology at AU Plovdiv. ln 2016 he successfully defended a phD
thesis on the theme "survey of the distribution at the tobacco of species from genus
(Phelipanche (Orobanche) spp. and study for new possibilities for contiol of the prrriite".
M. Yanev began his professional career as an agronomist in 2008, After successfully
passing a competition for a Senior assistant in 2016 and since 2018 to the present he has
held the academic position of the chief Assistant professor.

-

-

2. General description of the scientific production
In the competition for the academic position of Associate Professor", Chief Assistant
Professor Mariyan Yanev, PhD, participates with a total production of 41 works, grouped
as follows:
Scientific publications in the nomenclature specialty 39 issues, including:
- Publications' related to the PhD thesis 4 issues that are not subject to review;
- Publications' with impact factor - 3 issues;
- Publications: submitted in peer-reviewed and peer-reviewed scientific journals 25
issues;
- Publication In non-peer-reviewed journat with scientific review or in edited collective
volumes - 7 issues
The personall participation of chief Assistant professor Mariyan Yanev, PhD, in
these works is illur;trated by the fact that 1 are independent, in 1 is the first, in 16 is
the second andin the remaining 17 is the third and next author
Textbooks: and books - 1.
Teaching materials * 1.

*
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-

*
*

Publications Ne 17 and 33 in the list do not refer to professional field 6.2. "plant
protection".
33 scientific papers; are subject to analysis for the preparation of the current statement.

The main part of the presented scientific
papers is related to studies on the
biological
efficiency of herbicides against economicatty
important
weeds
and
their
impact
productivity of the main fieid
on the
crops - wheat, sunrrower,. corn,
rapeseed, tobacco, chickpeas
are written in a sooo ,.i"ntiri.-rtvr",
treat current issues
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3. Teaching activity

lhe teaching activity of chief Assistant Professor
Dr. Marian yanev is 5 years
months, and his study road for the rast
s years is a-ioiat of 223g.2hours
ch' Assistant Professor Dr' Marian Yanev o"gan

and 7

worr<ing aJ the Agricultural University
Plovdiv as a junior.expert agronomist
at the oe"partment "Agriculturelnd
Herbology,,
2015' since 2016 he has h6u tne position
since
or assistant, and since 2o1g- chief
assistant,
where he currently works and teaches
,,Agriculture;ano ,,Herbology,,. '
in the

oir.iprin"r

Teaching employment of the candidate
For the teaching employment of lectures,
exercises and extracurricular employment,
the candidate has presented a certificat"
i;r-r"d;;
itre rraining and Information centre of
the University of Plovdiv - for 2239.2 hours
ot oiiect teaching emproyment. For the last
five years he has been carrying out.the
n"r"rrrrv rirov toaol His'acaoemic employment
over the years has averaged about 447
hours n"i u;;r and the last year - 521
hours
Pu b I i shed teach i ng mate ri a I
s

ch' Assistant Professor Yanev, PhD, is a co-author
of the textbook ,,lnnovative
Products for plant protection and Fertilizers,i
tZOiAl.
4. Research activity
Areas of publication
The scientific research of ch. Assistant Professor
Mariyan yanev, phD, are focused
mainly on.

- Ecology and control of parasitic weeds in sunfrower
and rapeseed; biorogical
efficacy, selectivity and impact on the productivity
sunfrower and rapeseed of imazamoxcontaining herbicides;
- Allelopathic effect of parasitic species
of weeds of the family orobanchaceae;
- Influence of certain herbicides on soir microbiorogicar
activity;
- Studies on weed associations in the main field
crops,
dynamics of weed species
ano compensatory processes;
- studies on the biological efficiency of weed species and
the rmpact on the
productivity indicators and structural elements
or the yield of the main herbicides
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in winter wheat, sunflower, .or,-iapeseed, tobacco,

- opportunities for chemical control of problematic weeds
sunflower and
of

and

chickpeas

"nJ
cannabr's safiva L. in

convorvurus arvensis L. in winter wheat.
the herbicide isoxaftutot on ttre anaiomicat and
morphotosicat chanses
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A very important aspect of the candidate's

research activity is the practical
orientation of the scientific results.
The candidate has summarized the result of
his research activity in scientific and
applied contribution.s, distributed by topics
and cultures. I accept the author,s reference
for
the contributions without remarks.

citation and referencing of scientific production
chief Assistant Professore lvlarian Yal9v, pr,o, presents
7 citations, noted in scientific
journals' referenced and inde:red
in world-famous databases with scientific
information (5)
and in non-refereed pubrications with scientific
review (2).
Participation in research projects.
The candidate has participaterJ in four research
and implementation projects.
5. Remarks and recomrnendations
I have the following recommendations to ch. Assistant professor
M. yanev, phD: in the
future the candidate should focus
9n the oevetopment of independent materials and the
scientific materiars shourd be pubrished
in pubri.riionr with impact factor.
6. Conclusion
Based on the ana.lysis of' the pedagogical, scientific
and scientific-applied activity of
the candidate, I consider that chier nsliltani pior""sor
Marian yanev yanev, phD,
meets the requirements of Larnr on the Developmeni
of Academic Staff in the Republic of
Bulgeria,. the Regu.lations or Application of
the Law for the Development of the Academic
staff in the Republic of Bulgaria and the Reguhiionr
of the ngric;ttuirt uniu"r.;ity for its
application for the academlc position of "Aisociate proferuo-ri,,pri.rrional Field 6.2.
Plant Protection; scientific sperciality,,plant protection
/Herbology/,,.
All this gives me reason tr: evaluate PoSITIVELy
his ou.riil
I would like to suggest to the esteemed scientific
".tivity.
Jury to vote
positively as well, and
the Faculty council-of the Faculty of_Agronorv
plovdiv to
L Agriqultural
elect a chief Assistant Profe'ssor Marian Yanev Yanev, phD, University in the academio position
of "Associate Profess.or" in the professional field 6.2. Plant protection,
in the scientific
specialty

"ii

Plant Protection /Herbology/.

April 19,2022
Plovdiv
(Assoc. Prof. Dina Atanasova, phD)
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